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Let W be a finite Coxeter group and Ω be its W -graph algebra as de-
fined by Gyoja. The author’s previous paper [3] considered this algebra
in some detail, proposed, and proved in some small cases the W -graph
decomposition conjecture. The purpose of the current paper is to prove
a reduction theorem for (a slightly stronger version of) that conjecture to
indecomposable Coxeter groups in the sense that the conjecture is true for
W =W1 ×W2 if it holds for W1 and W2.
1 Introduction
Let (W,S) be a finite Coxeter group and Ω = Ω(W,S) its W -graph algebra as first
introduced by Gyoja in [2]. The author’s first paper [3] contained a more detailed
investigation this algebra and its properties. Its distinguishing feature is that its
modules correspond (up to some minor technical details) to W -graphs if W is finite:
Every W -graphs induces an Ω-module and after choosing an appropriate basis every
Ω-module is a W -graph.
One of the main results of [3] is that Ω is actually a quotient of the path algebra
over the so called compatibility graph QW (as defined in [6]) with some very explicit
relations. In particular there is a natural decomposition of the unit of Ω into a sum of
orthogonal idempotents corresponding to the vertices in QW .
The W -graph decomposition conjecture proposes that there should be another, but
compatible decomposition into idempotents which induces a natural filtration on ev-
ery Ω-module such that the quotients of this filtration are semisimple and contain
irreducibles of only one isomorphism class. In this sense this filtration realizes the
decomposition of the module into its irreducible constituents in a natural way, hence
the name of the conjecture.
Although the conjecture seems to hold for many types of Coxeter group (including
all of type A) so far it has only been proven by somewhat pedestrian means for the
types I2(m), A1–A4 and B3 in [3]. The purpose of the current paper is to prove a
general result saying that (a variation of) the decomposition conjecture holds for a
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decomposable Coxeter group W = W1 ×W2 if it holds for W1 and W2. For technical
reasons a strengthening of the conjecture is necessary for the proof to work. It turns
out that the explicit constructions in the previous proofs all prove this stronger form
of the conjecture as well so that the results from the previous paper still apply.
This paper is organised as follows: Section 2 recalls the definitions of Iwahori-Hecke
algebras, W -graph algebras and certain constructions from [3].
Section 3 recalls the decomposition conjecture and states the stronger form needed
for this paper. It also introduces the subalgebra Ψ ⊆ Ω which will be needed for the
proof.
Section 4 then states and proves the main theorem of this paper that the strong form
of the decomposition conjecture holds for W =W1 ×W2 if it holds for W1 and W2.
2 Preparations
Convention:
For the rest of the paper fix a (not necessarily finite) Coxeter group (W,S) and a
“good” ring in the sense of [1, definition 1.5.9], i.e. 2 cos( 2piord(st) ) ∈ k for all s, t ∈ S.
2.1 Definition (c.f. [1]):
The Iwahori-Hecke algebra H = H(W,S) is the k[v±1]-algebra which is freely generated
by (Ts)s∈S subject only to the relations
T 2s = 1 + (v − v
−1)Ts and
TsTtTs . . .︸ ︷︷ ︸
mst factors
= TtTsTt . . .︸ ︷︷ ︸
mst factors
where mst denotes the order of st ∈W .
For each parabolic subgroup WJ ≤ W the Hecke algebra H(WJ , J) will be identified
with the parabolic subalgebra HJ := spank[v±1] { Tw | w ∈ WJ } ⊆ H .
2.2 Definition (c.f. [5] and [1]):
A W -graph with edge weights in k is a triple (C, I,m) consisting of a finite set C of
vertices, a vertex labelling map I : C → {J | J ⊆ S} and a family of edge weight
matrices ms ∈ kC×C for s ∈ S such that the following conditions hold:
a.) ∀x, y ∈ C : msxy 6= 0 =⇒ s ∈ I(x) \ I(y).
b.) The matrices
ω(Ts)xy :=


−v−1 · 1k if x = y, s ∈ I(x)
v · 1k if x = y, s /∈ I(x)
msxy otherwise
induce a matrix representation ω : H → k[v±1]C×C.
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The associated directed graph is defined as follows: The vertex set is C and there is a
directed edge x← y if and only if msxy 6= 0 for some s ∈ S. If this is the case, then the
value msxy is called the weight of the edge (and in fact does not depend on s). The set
I(x) is called the vertex label of x.
2.3: Note that condition a. and the definition of ω(Ts) already guarantees ω(Ts)
2 =
1 + (v − v−1)ω(Ts) holds so that the only non-trivial requirement in condition b. is
the braid relation ω(Ts)ω(Tt)ω(Ts) . . . = ω(Tt)ω(Ts)ω(Tt) . . ..
Given aW -graph as above the matrix representation ω turns k[v±1]C into a H-module.
It is natural to ask whether a converse is true. In many situations the answer is yes
as shown by Gyoja.
2.4 Theorem (c.f. [2]):
LetW be finite,K ⊆ C be a splitting field forW . Then every irreducible representation
of K(v)H can be realized as a W -graph module for some W -graph with edge weights
in K.
2.5: Gyoja also provides an example of a finite-dimensional representation of the affine
Weyl group of type A˜n that is not induced by a W -graph.
2.6: An auxiliary object in Gyoja’s proof and the object of interest in this and the
author’s previous papers is the so called W -graph algebra.
2.7 Definition (Gyoja’s W -graph algebra (c.f. [2, definition 2.4])):
Consider the free algebra Z〈es, xs|s ∈ S〉. Define
ι(Ts) := −v
−1es + v(1− es) + xs ∈ Z〈es, xs〉[v
±1]
for all s ∈ S and write their braid-commutator
∆m(ι(Ts), ι(Tt)) := ι(Ts)ι(Tt)ι(Ts) . . .︸ ︷︷ ︸
mst factors
− ι(Tt)ι(Ts)ι(Tt) . . .︸ ︷︷ ︸
mst factors
as ∑
γ∈Z
yγ(s, t)vγ
for some (uniquely determined) yγ(s, t) ∈ Z〈es, xs〉.
Define Ω to be the quotient of Z〈es, xs〉 modulo the relations
a.) e2s = es, eset = etes,
b.) esxs = xs, xses = 0,
c.) yγ(s, t) = 0
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for all s, t ∈ S and γ ∈ Z.
Ω = Ω(W,S) is called the W -graph algebra.
2.8: This is a definition in the equal parameter case. There are more general definitions
of W -graph algebras that cover the case of non-equal parameters. The author has
previously given one such definition in [4].
2.9: The definition immediately implies that Ts 7→ ι(Ts) defines a homomorphism of
k[v±1]-algebras ι : H → k[v±1]Ω. In fact this is an embedding as shown in [3, corollary
10].
W -graph algebras have the distinguishing feature that each W -graph (C, I,m) with
edge weights in k not only defines the structure of a H-module on k[v±1]C but that it
induces a canonical kΩ-module structure on kC via
es · z :=
{
z s ∈ I(x)
0 otherwise
xs · z :=
∑
x∈C
msxzx
for all z ∈ C. Then k[v±1]C×C is a k[v±1]Ω-module and restriction to a H-module gives
back the H-module in the definition.
Conversely if V is a kΩ-module that has a k-basis C w.r.t. which all es act as diagonal
matrices, then V is obtained from a W -graph (C, I,m) in this way. In this way one
can interpret Ω-modules as W -graphs up to choice of a basis.
2.10 Example:
The trivial group is a Coxeter group (1, ∅) and its associated W -graph algebra is just
Z.
A cyclic group of order 2 is a Coxeter group ({ 1, s } , { s }) of rank 1 and its asso-
ciated W -graph algebra is free as a Z-module with basis { es, 1− es, xs }. The mul-
tiplication of the basis elements is completely determined by the relations because
xsxs = xs(esxs) = (xses)xs = 0.
2.11: Being defined by generators and relations, Ω satisfies a universal mapping prop-
erty which we will now state in a slightly different, more convenient form.
2.12 Lemma:
Consider the category of rings. Then pre-composing with the quotient map Z〈es, xs |
s ∈ S〉։ Ω is a natural isomorphism
Hom(Ω, A) ∼=
{
(e˜s, x˜s)s∈S ∈
∏
s∈S
A2
∣∣∣ e˜s, x˜s statisfy relations a. and b. andthe induced map Z〈es, xs〉[v±1]→ A[v±1]
annihilates ∆mst(ι(Ts), ι(Tt)) for all s, t ∈ S
}
.
Proof. See [3, Lemma 2.4].
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2.13 Example (Parabolic morphisms):
A trivial consequence of this lemma is that for every J ⊆ S the parabolic morphism
Ω(WJ , J) → Ω(W,S), es 7→ es, xs 7→ xs is well-defined. It was proven in [4] that this
is always an embedding.
2.1 Ω as a quotient of a path algebra
The following definition already appears in Gyoja’s paper (c.f. [2, definition 2.5])
although with a different notation:
2.14 Definition:
In Ω define the following elements for all I, J ⊆ S, s ∈ S:
EI :=
(∏
t∈I
et
)( ∏
t∈S\I
(1− et)
)
XsIJ := EIxsEJ
2.15 Definition (c.f. [6, section 4]):
The compatibility graph of (W,S) is the directed graph QW with vertex set {I | I ⊆ S}
and a single edge I ← J if and only if I \ J 6= ∅ and no element of I \ J commutes
with an element of J \ I.
An edge I ← J with I ⊇ J is called an inclusion edge, all other edges (i.e. those with
J \ I 6= ∅) are called transversal edges.
Note that transversal edges always come in pairs: If I ← J is transversal, then there
is a transversal edge I → J as well. The statement that I, J ⊆ S are connected by a
pair of transversal edges will be denoted by I ⇆ J .
2.16: One of the main goals of the author’s first paper was to establish that Ω is in
fact a quotient of the path algebra ZQW such that EI is the (image of the) element
corresponding to the vertex I and XsIJ is the (image of the) element corresponding to
the edge I ← J in QW . In particular X
s
IJ doesn’t depend on s, only on I and J .
2.17 Theorem (c.f. [3, theorem 13]):
Define polynomials τr ∈ Z[T ] by the following recursion:
τ−1 := 0, τ0 := 1, τr := Tτr−1 − τr−2
and let ar,i denote its coefficients, i.e. τr = T
r + ar,m−1T
m−1 + . . .+ ar,1T + ar,0.
For all I, J ⊆ S, s, t ∈ S and r ∈ N define
P rIJ (s, t) := EI xsxtxs . . .︸ ︷︷ ︸
r factors
EJ =


EIEJ r = 0∑
I1,...,Ir−1⊆S
XsII1X
t
I1I2
XsI2I3 . . . X
s
Ir−1J
r > 0, 2 ∤ r∑
I1,...,Ir−1⊆S
XsII1X
t
I1I2
XsI2I3 . . . X
t
Ir−1J
r > 0, 2 | r
.
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With this notation Ω is freely generated by { EI , XsIJ | I, J ⊆ S, s ∈ S } modulo the
following relations:
a.) Quiver-relations:
i.) EIEJ = δIJEI and
∑
I⊆S EI = 1,
ii.) EIX
s
IJ = X
s
IJ = X
s
IJEJ ,
iii.) XsIJ = 0 if s /∈ I \ J ,
b.) Additional relations for all s, t ∈ S with m = ord(st) <∞:
(αst) The relations
0 =
m−1∑
k=0
am−1,kP
k
IJ (s, t)
for all I, J ⊆ S if either
• s ∈ I, t /∈ I, s ∈ J , t /∈ J and 2 | mst or
• s ∈ I, t /∈ I, s /∈ J , t ∈ J and 2 ∤ mst
holds.
(βst) For all I, J ⊆ S with s, t ∈ I \ J the relations
0 = P 1IJ (s, t)−P
1
IJ (t, s) = P
2
IJ(s, t)−P
2
IJ (t, s) = . . . = P
m
IJ(s, t)−P
m
IJ (t, s).
2.18: Note that (β) includes the relation XsIJ = X
t
IJ for all s, t ∈ I \ J . This justifies
to write XIJ in situation where we don’t care which s ∈ I \ J we choose.
Furthermore (α) includes the relation XsIJ = 0 if there exists a t ∈ J \ I such that
ord(st) = 2. Therefore Ω really is a quotient of the path algebra ZQW .
2.19: In terms of this second set of generators, the parabolic morphisms j : Ω(WJ , J)→
Ω(W,S) do the following:
j(EA) =
∑
A′⊆S
A′∩J=A
EA′
j(XsAB) =
∑
A′,B′⊆S
A′∩J=A,B′∩J=B
XsA′B′
3 The decomposition conjecture
3.1 Conjecture (W -graph decomposition conjecture (c.f. [3])):
Let k be a good ring forW . There exists a family (Fλ)λ∈Irr(W ) of elements of kΩ such
that:
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(Z1) The Fλ constitute are a decomposition of the identity into orthogonal idempo-
tents:
∀λ, µ ∈ Irr(W ) : FλFµ = δλµF
λ, 1 =
∑
λ∈Irr(W )
Fλ
(Z2) This decomposition is compatible with the decomposition induced by the path-
algebra structure:
∀λ ∈ Irr(W )∀I ⊆ S : EIF
λ = FλEI
(Z3) There is a partial order  on Irr(W ) such that only “downward edges” exist: If
FλΩFµ 6= 0, then λ  µ.
(Z4) There are surjective k-algebra morphisms ψλ : k
dλ×dλ ։ FλkWFλ for all λ ∈
Irr(W ) where dλ denotes the degree of the character λ.
3.2: In [3] it was already proven that the Coxeter groups of types A1−A4, I2(m) and
B3 all satisfy this decomposition conjecture. For the purpose of the reduction theorem
for products, a sharper version of the conjecture will be needed:
3.3 Definition:
Ψ = Ψ(W,S) is the subalgebra of Ω(W,S) generated by all EI and all transversal
edges XIJ .
3.4 Conjecture (Strong W -graph decomposition conjecture):
Using the notations of the decomposition conjecture, the strong decomposition con-
jecture for (W,S) claims that the following additional statements are true
(Z5) FλXIJF
λ ∈ Ψ(W,S) for all edges I ← J .
(Z6) Fλ ∈ Ψ(W,S).
3.5: Inspection of the proofs of the decomposition conjecture for A1 − A4, B3 and
I2(m) from [3] shows that the strong decomposition conjecture is also true in these
cases.
3.6: Note that parabolic morphisms map Ψ(WJ , J) into Ψ(W,S).
4 A reduction theorem for products
Convention:
In this section fix a reducible Coxeter group W = W1 × W2. To indicate whether
something refers to W1, W2 or W indices will be used: 1, 2 and no index respectively.
Therefore Ω is short for Ω(W,S), H2 is short forH(W2, S2), the set of simple reflections
S decomposes as S = S1 ⊔ S2 etc.
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The parabolic inclusions W1 →W , W2 →W and all induced parabolic inclusions will
be denoted by ι1 and ι2 respectively.
For subsets I ⊆ S the notation I = X ⊔ Y will be used the refer to the canonical
partition with X ⊆ W1, Y ⊆ W2. Often we will also write I = I1 ⊔ I2 in accordance
with the index-convention.
4.1: The first observation we make and will use through-out the following proofs
without further mention: All non-zero XIJ ∈ Ω with I = I1 ⊔ I2, J = J1 ⊔J2 have one
of the following forms
a.) Inclusion edge: I1 ⊇ J1, I2 ⊇ J2 at least one of which is a proper inclusion.
b.) Transversal edges: One of these two cases
i.) I1 ⇆ J1 in QW1 and I2 = J2.
ii.) I1 = J1 and I2 ⇆ J2 in QW2 .
This follows immediately from the condition of compatibility: If I ⇆ J in QW , then
all s ∈ I \ J are connected to all t ∈ J \ I in the Dynkin-diagram of (W,S) so that the
symmetric set difference I∆J is completely contained either in S1 or in S2.
4.1 Tensor products
4.2: For Hecke algebras the reduction to the irreducible case is easy because H =
H1 ⊗k[v±1]H2 canonically. This, as it turns out, is not the case for W -graph algebras.
4.3 Lemma:
Let (W,S) be a reducible Coxeter group as above.
There is a unique morphism τ : Ω→ Ω1 ⊗Z Ω2 with
es 7→
{
es ⊗ 1 if s ∈ S1
1⊗ es if s ∈ S2
and xs 7→
{
xs ⊗ 1 if s ∈ S1
1⊗ xs if s ∈ S2
This morphism satisfies
a.) τ(EI) = EI1 ⊗ EI2 .
b.) τ(XsIJ ) =
{
XsI1J1 ⊗ EI2EJ2 if s ∈ S1
EI1EJ1 ⊗X
s
I2J2
if s ∈ S2
.
c.) τ(ι(Ts)) =
{
ι1(Ts)⊗ 1 if s ∈ S1
1⊗ ι2(Ts) if s ∈ S2
,
i.e. τ restricts to the canonical isomorphism H → H1 ⊗H2.
d.) τ maps Ψ onto Ψ1 ⊗ Ψ2.
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Proof. The well-definedness of τ is an easy consequence of its definition and lemma
2.12.
4.4: Contrary to the Hecke algebra case this morphism need not be injective as the
following theorem shows.
4.5 Theorem:
ker(τ) is generated as a two-sided ideal by {XIJ ∈ Ω | I1 ) J1 ∧ I2 ) J2 }.
Proof. The tensor product Ω1⊗Ω2 is obtained from Ω by forcing the generators es, xs
with s ∈ S1 to commute with the generators et, xt with t ∈ S2 and τ is the quotient
map Ω→ Ω1 ⊗ Ω2 obtained by adding these relations.
Since [es, et] = 0 already holds in Ω, this really only means adding the relations
[es, xt] = [xs, et] = [xs, xt] = 0. In fact [xs, xt] = 0 holds in Ω too and [es, xt] = 0
implies [xs, et] = 0. This can be seen as follows:
TsTt = (−v
−1es + v(1− es) + xs)(−v
−1et + v(1 − et) + xt)
= +v−2eset
− v−1(esxt − xset)
− es(1− et)− (1− es)et + xsxt
+ v((1 − es)xt + xs(1 − et))
+ v2eset
=⇒ [Ts, Tt] = (v
−1 + v)(−[es, xt] + [et, xs]) + [xs, xt]
Therefore [es, xt] = [et, xs] and [xs, xt] = 0 hold in Ω by construction and adding the
relations [es, xt] = 0 for all s ∈ S1, t ∈ S2 is sufficient to obtain Ω1 ⊗ Ω2 from Ω.
In other words: ker(τ) = 〈[es, xt] | s ∈ S1, t ∈ S2〉. Multiplying with EI and EJ we
get another generating set for this ideal consisting of
EI [es, xt]EJ = EI(esxt − xtes)EJ
= esX
t
IJ −X
t
IJes
=


XtIJ − 0 s ∈ I, s /∈ J
0−XtIJ s /∈ I, s ∈ J
XtIJ −X
t
IJ s ∈ I, s ∈ J
0− 0 s /∈ I, s /∈ J
Ob course these elements could already be zero in Ω and we only need to include those
that have a chance of being non-zero in the generating set. So assume XtIJ 6= 0.
In the first case I ← J is an inclusion edge with both I1 ) J1 (because s ∈ I1 \J1) and
I2 ) J2 (because t ∈ I2 \ J2) being proper inclusions. The second case cannot occur
because then s ∈ J \ I, t ∈ I \ J and ord(st) = 2 so that XIJ = 0 by the (α)-relation.
That proves the claim.
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4.6 Theorem:
With the notation above, [ι1(Ψ1), ι2(Ψ2)] = 0 holds in Ω and therefore Ψ ∼= Ψ1 ⊗Ψ2.
Proof. ι1(EI1) and ι2(EI2 ) certainly commute with each other.
Let I ⇆ J , K ⇆ L be transversal edges in the compatibility graphs QW1 and QW2
respectively. Then ι1(XIJ) =
∑
B XI⊔B,J⊔B and ι2(XKL) =
∑
AXA⊔K,A⊔L and
therefore
ι1(XIJ )ι2(EK) =
∑
A,B
XI⊔B,J⊔BEA⊔K
= XI⊔K,J⊔K
ι2(EK)ι1(XIJ) =
∑
A,B
EA⊔KXI⊔B,J⊔B
= XI⊔K,J⊔K
So that [ι1(Ψ1), ι2(EK)] = 0 for all K ⊆ S2. Furthermore the identities
ι1(XIJ )ι2(XKL) =
∑
A,B
XI⊔B,J⊔B ·XA⊔K,A⊔L
= XI⊔K,J⊔KXJ⊔K,J⊔L
ι2(XKL)ι1(XIJ) =
∑
A,B
XA⊔K,A⊔L ·XI⊔B,J⊔B
= XI⊔K,I⊔LXI⊔L,J⊔L
hold. It will now be proven that these two elements are actually the same by virtue
of a (β)-relation. Choose s ∈ I \ J and t ∈ K \ L so that st = ts, XIJ = XsIJ and
XKL = X
t
KL. Then in Ω the (β
st)-relation reads∑
A,B
XsI⊔K,A⊔BX
t
A⊔B,J⊔L =
∑
C,D
XtI⊔K,C⊔DX
s
C⊔D,J⊔L.
These two sums reduce to only one summand each: Assume first that XsI⊔K,A⊔B is an
inclusion edge. Then K ⊇ B =⇒ L \ B ⊇ L \K 6= ∅ because K ⇆ L is transversal.
This means that XtA⊔B,J⊔L is also transversal and therefore A = J which contradicts
I ⊇ A and I \ J 6= ∅. Therefore XsI⊔K,A⊔B cannot be an inclusion edge. Similarly
none of the other four occuring edge elements on both sides can be an inclusion edge.
Since all four elements are transversal edges, this implies A = J , B = K, C = I and
D = L. Therefore only one summand occurs on each side and the relation reduces to
XsI⊔K,J⊔KX
t
J⊔K,J⊔L = X
t
I⊔K,I⊔LX
s
I⊔L,J⊔L
which implies [ι1(XIL), ι2(XKL)] = 0 for all transversal edges I ⇆ J , K ⇆ L. Hence
[ι1(Ψ1), ι2(Ψ2)] = 0.
Therefore the inclusions ι1 : Ψ1 → Ψ, ι2 : Ψ2 → Ψ induce a morphism j : Ψ1⊗Ψ2 → Ψ.
Restricting the morphism τ : Ω→ Ω1 ⊗ Ω2 gives a morphism τ|Ψ : Ψ→ Ψ1 ⊗ Ψ2 and
it is easily verified that τ|Ψ and j are mutually inverse.
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4.2 The reduction theorem
We now prove the main theorem of this paper:
4.7 Theorem:
IfW1 andW2 satisfy the strongW -graph decomposition conjecture, thenW =W1×W2
does too.
4.8: Remember that Irr(W ) = { λ⊠ µ | λ ∈ Irr(W1), µ ∈ Irr(W2) } where ⊠ denotes
the exterior tensor product of representations.
The idea of the whole proof is to pretend that the morphism τ : Ω → Ω1 ⊗ Ω2 is an
isomorphism in which case it would be clear that the elements Fλ ⊗ Fµ constitute a
set of idempotents satisfying the decomposition conjecture. The next best thing to
Ω = Ω1 ⊗ Ω2 we have at our disposal is the isomorphism Ψ = Ψ1 ⊗ Ψ2 from theorem
4.6.
Of course τ has a non-trivial kernel and since there are a lot of elements outside Ψ a
host of complications arises. The main tool to overcome those is the extensive use of
the (β)-relations∑
J⊆S
XsIJX
t
JK =
∑
L⊆S
XtILX
s
LK
for I,K ⊆ S with s, t ∈ I \ K as a replacement for the commutator relation [Ω1 ⊗
1, 1⊗Ω2] = 0. Note that in general there are edge elements corresponding to inclusion
edges occurring in these sums which enables us to control the parts outside of Ψ and
inside the kernel of τ .
4.9 Lemma (Existence of idempotents):
If W1 and W2 satisfy (Z1), (Z2) and (Z6), then W = W1 ×W2 satisfies these too by
defining
Fλ⊠µ := ι1(F
λ)ι2(F
µ)
for all λ ∈ Irr(W1) and µ ∈ Irr(W2).
Proof. Since W1, W2 satisfy (Z6), F
λ and Fµ are contained in Ψ1 and Ψ2 respectively
so that [ι1(F
λ), ι2(F
µ)] = 0 by Theorem 4.6. Therefore Fλ⊠µ is an idempotent and
(Z1) and (Z6) are satisfied.
(Z2) follows from EI1⊔I2 = ι1(EI1 )ι2(EI2) and (Z2) for the factors.
4.10 Lemma (Partial order):
If W1 and W2 satisfy (Z1), (Z2), (Z6) as well as (Z3), then W also satisfies (Z3).
The partial order  on Irr(W ) = Irr(W1) × Irr(W2) can be chosen as the product of
1 and 2, i.e.
λ⊠ µ  λ′ ⊠ µ′ ⇐⇒ λ 1 λ
′ ∧ µ 2 µ
′
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Proof. Assume Fλ⊠µXIJF
λ′⊠µ′ 6= 0. We want to prove λ 1 λ′ and µ 2 µ′. Consider
the following cases:
Case 1: I ⇆ J is transversal.
Case 1a: I2 = J2 = B so that XIJ = ι1(XI1,J1)ι2(EB) and I1 ⇆ J1 in QW1 . Therefore
Fλ⊠µXIJF
λ′⊠µ′ = ι1(F
λ)ι1(XI1J1)ι1(F
λ′)ι2(F
µ)ι2(EB)ι2(F
µ′)
= ι1(F
λXI1J1F
λ′)ι2(F
µEBF
µ′)
by Theorem 4.6. Thus FλXI1J1F
λ′ 6= 0 and FµEBFµ
′
6= 0. From this we conclude
λ 1 λ′ and µ = µ′ because W1 satisfies (Z3) and W2 satisfies (Z1).
Case 1b: I1 = J1 = A similarly implies λ = λ
′ and µ 2 µ′.
Case 2: I ⊇ J is an inclusion edge.
Case 2a: I1 ) J1 and I2 ) J2.
In that case there are s ∈ I1 \ J1 and t ∈ I2 \ J2 so that XIJ = XsIJ = X
t
IJ . Therefore
XIJ = EIι1(X
s
I1J1
)EJ = EIι2(X
t
I2J2
)EJ so that
Fλ⊠µXIJF
λ′⊠µ′ = EIι2(F
µ)ι1(F
λXsI1J1F
λ′)ι2(F
µ′)EJ
= EIι1(F
λ)ι2(F
µXtI2J2F
µ′)ι1(F
λ′)EJ
which implies FλXsI1J1F
λ′ 6= 0 and FµXtI2J2F
µ′ 6= 0. If (Z3) holds for W1 and W2,
then λ 1 λ
′ and µ 2 µ
′.
Case 2b: I1 ) J1 and I2 = J2. (And case 2c: I1 ) J1 and I2 = J2 for symmetry
reasons)
The first observation is again
Fλ⊠µXIJF
λ′⊠µ′ = ι2(F
µ)ι1(F
λ)ι2(EI2)ι1(X
s1
I1J1
)ι2(EJ2)ι1(F
λ′)ι2(F
µ′)
= ι2(F
µEI2)ι1(F
λXI1J1F
λ′)ι2(EJ2F
µ′)
If (Z3) holds forW1, then λ 1 λ′. Now assume µ 62 µ′. We will derive a contradiction
from that. The key is the following statement:
µ 62 µ
′ =⇒ Fλ⊠µ[ι1(XI1J1), ι2(Ψ2)]F
λ′⊠µ′ = 0 (A)
We use the equation
ι1(XI1J1) =
∑
A⊇B
XI1⊔A,J1⊔B.
Given any C ⊆ S2 we infer
Fλ⊠µι1(XI1J1)ι2(EC)F
λ′⊠µ′ =
∑
A⊇C
Fλ⊠µXI1⊔A,J1⊔CF
λ′⊠µ′
= Fλ⊠µXI1⊔C,J1⊔CF
λ′⊠µ′
because the occurrence of a summand with A ) C would imply µ 2 µ
′ by step 2a con-
trary to our assumption. Analogously Fλ⊠µι2(EC)ι1(XI1J1)F
λ′⊠µ′ = Fλ⊠µXI1⊔C,J1⊔CF
λ′⊠µ′
and therefore Fλ⊠µ[ι1(XI1J1), ι2(EC)]F
λ′⊠µ′ = 0.
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Now let K ⇆ L be any transversal edge in QW2 . Then
Fλ⊠µι1(XI1J1)ι2(XKL)F
λ′⊠µ′ =
∑
A⊇B,C
Fλ⊠µXI1⊔A,J1⊔BXC⊔K,C⊔LF
λ′⊠µ′
=
∑
A⊇K
Fλ⊠µXI1⊔A,J1⊔KXJ1⊔K,J1⊔LF
λ′⊠µ′
=
∑
A⊇K
λ′′,µ′′
Fλ⊠µXI1⊔A,J1⊔KF
λ′′⊠µ′′XJ1⊔K,J1⊔LF
λ′⊠µ′
Now J1 ⊔K ⇆ J1 ⊔ L is a transversal edge in QW and if a summand is nonzero this
implies µ′′ 2 µ′ by Step 1b. If one of the summands had a proper inclusion A ) K,
then additionally µ 2 µ′′ by Step 2a contrary to our assumption µ 62 µ′. Therefore
Fλ⊠µι1(XI1J1)ι2(XKL)F
λ′⊠µ′ =
∑
λ′′,µ′′
Fλ⊠µXI1⊔K,J1⊔KF
λ′′⊠µ′′XJ1⊔K,J1⊔LF
λ′⊠µ′
= Fλ⊠µXI1⊔K,J1⊔KXJ1⊔K,J1⊔LF
λ′⊠µ′ (1)
And similarly one verifies
Fλ⊠µι2(XKL)ι1(XI1J1)F
λ′⊠µ′ = Fλ⊠µXI1⊔K,I1⊔LXI1⊔L,J1⊔LF
λ′⊠µ′ . (2)
Now we choose s ∈ I1 \ J1 and t ∈ K \ L and apply the (βst)-relation∑
A,B
XsI1⊔K,A⊔BX
t
A⊔B,J1⊔L =
∑
C,D
XtI1⊔K,C⊔DX
s
C⊔D,J1⊔L.
Consider the left hand side and assume first that I1 ⊔ K ⇆ A ⊔ B is transversal in
QW . This is only possible if K = B and if I1 ⇆ A in QW1 . Then L \B = L \K 6= ∅
and A ⊔ B ⇆ J1 ⊔ L is also transversal in QW . This in turn implies A = J1 so that
I1 ⇆ J1 in contradiction to our assumption I1 ) J1.
Therefore only inclusion edges I1 ⊔K ⊇ A⊔B occur on the left hand side, i.e. I1 ⊇ A
and K ⊇ B. Again this implies L\B ⊇ L\K 6= ∅ so that again A⊔B ⇆ J1⊔L which
implies A = J1 and B ⇆ L in QW2 .
Now multiply the left hand side with Fλ⊠µ and Fλ
′
⊠µ′ and insert additional idempo-
tents:∑
A,B
Fλ⊠µXsI1⊔K,A⊔BX
t
A⊔B,J1⊔LF
λ′⊠µ′ =
∑
B,λ′′,µ′′
K⊇B∧B⇆L
Fλ⊠µXsI1⊔K,J1⊔BF
λ′′⊠µ′′XtJ1⊔B,J1⊔LF
λ′⊠µ′
If a summand is nonzero then λ′′ = λ′ and µ′′ 2 µ′ by Step 1b. If there was a nonzero
summand with B ) K then µ 2 µ′′ by Step 2a contrary to our assumption µ 62 µ′.
Therefore the only nonzero summands are those with B = K. Thus∑
A,B
Fλ⊠µXsI1⊔K,A⊔BX
t
A⊔B,J1⊔LF
λ′⊠µ′ =
∑
λ′′,µ′′
Fλ⊠µXsI1⊔K,J1⊔KF
λ′′⊠µ′′XtJ1⊔K,J1⊔LF
λ′⊠µ′
= Fλ⊠µXsI1⊔K,J1⊔KX
t
J1⊔K,J1⊔LF
λ′⊠µ′
(1)
= Fλ⊠µι1(XI1J1)ι2(XKL)F
λ′⊠µ′
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Similarly one simplifies the right hand side of the (βst)-Relation to∑
C,D
Fλ⊠µXtI1⊔K,C⊔DX
s
C⊔D,J1⊔LF
λ′⊠µ′ = Fλ⊠µXsI1⊔K,I1⊔LX
t
I1⊔L,J1⊔LF
λ′⊠µ′
(2)
= Fλ⊠µι2(XKL)ι1(XI1J1)F
λ′⊠µ′
so that Fλ⊠µ[ι1(XI1J1), ι2(XKL)]F
λ′⊠µ′ = 0 and by induction one can now show
Fλ⊠µ[ι1(XI1J1), ι2(XK0K1XK1K2 . . . XKr−1Kr )]F
λ′⊠µ′ = 0 for all K0 ⇆ K1 ⇆ . . . ⇆
Kr in QW2 . That finally proves (A).
Returning to our objective of disproving µ 62 µ′ we find
0 6= Fλ⊠µι1(XI1J1)F
λ′⊠µ′
= Fλ⊠µι1(XI1J1)ι2(F
µ′)ι1(F
λ′ )
(A)
= Fλ⊠µι2(F
µ′)ι1(XI1J1)F
λ′⊠µ′
= ι1(F
λ)ι2(F
µFµ
′
)ι1(XI1J1)F
λ′⊠µ′
because Fµ
′
∈ Ψ2 by (Z6). This shows µ = µ′ because W2 satisfies (Z1) and that
is the final contradiction to the assumption µ 62 µ
′ and hence (Z3) for W is finally
proven.
4.11 Lemma:
If W1 and W2 satisfy (Z1), (Z2), (Z6) as well as (Z5), then W also satisfies (Z5).
Proof. Edge elements for transversal edges I ⇆ J are of course in Ψ by definition. If
I ← J is an inclusion edge, say I1 ) J1 and Fλ⊠µXIJFλ⊠µ 6= 0, then we repeat an
argument from above:
0 6= Fλ⊠µXIJF
λ⊠µ
= ι2(F
µ)ι1(F
λ)ι2(EI2)ι1(XI1J1)ι2(EJ2)ι1(F
λ)ι2(F
µ)
= ι2(F
µEI2)ι1(F
λXI1J1F
λ)ι2(EJ2F
µ) (3)
If (Z5) holds for W1 then F
λXI1J1F
λ ∈ Ψ1 and so the whole term is in Ψ. Similarly
the same holds for inclusion edges with I2 ) J2. This proves (Z5) for W .
4.12 Lemma:
If W1 and W2 satisfy (Z1) – (Z6), then W also satisfies (Z4).
Proof. Choose surjections ψλ : k
dλ×dλ ։ FλkΩ1F
λ and ψµ : k
dµ×dµ ։ FµkΩ2F
µ.
Then ψλ ⊗ ψµ is a surjection kdλ×dλ ⊗ kdµ×dµ ։ FλkΩ1Fλ ⊗ FµkΩ2Fµ.
On the other hand, ker(τ) ∩ Fλ⊠µΩFλ⊠µ = Fλ⊠µ ker(τ)Fλ⊠µ = 0 which can be seen
as follows:
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For all inclusion edges I ← J with two proper inclusions I1 ) J1 and I2 ) J2, we have
Fλ⊠µXIJF
λ⊠µ (3)= ι2(F
µEI2)ι1(F
λXI1J1F
λ)ι2(EJ2F
µ)
= ι1(F
λXI1J1F
λ)ι2(F
µEI2)ι2(EJ2F
µ)
= ι1(F
λXI1J1F
λ)ι2(F
µ EI2EJ2︸ ︷︷ ︸
=0
Fµ)
where we have used Theorem 4.6 and (Z5) for W1. Using (Z3) for W and 4.5 conclude
Fλ⊠µ ker(τ)Fλ⊠µ = 0.
Therefore Fλ⊠µkΩFλ⊠µ
τ
−→ FλkΩ1F
λ ⊗ FµkΩ2F
µ is an isomorphism and ψλ⊠µ :=
τ−1 ◦ (ψλ ⊗ ψµ) is a surjection k
dλ⊠µ×dλ⊠µ ։ Fλ⊠µΩFλ⊠µ.
Proof of the main theorem 4.7. Combined the preceeding lemmas prove (Z1) – (Z6)
for W from (Z1) – (Z6) for both W1 and W2.
4.13 Lemma:
If W1 and W2 satisfy (Z1), (Z2), (Z3), (Z5) and (Z6), then ker(τ) is a nilpotent ideal,
more precisely:
ker(τ)k = 0 whenever k > min { ht(Irr(W1),1), ht(Irr(W2),2) } where ht denotes
the maximal length of a chain in a partial order.
Proof. Consider an inclusion edge I ⊇ J , say I1 ) J1.
Then XIJ = ι2(EI2 )ι1(XI1J1)ι2(EJ2), (Z5) for W1 and Theorem 4.6 imply
Fλ⊠µXIJF
λ⊠µ′ = ι2(F
µEI2)ι1(F
λXI1J1F
λ)ι2(EJ2F
µ′)
= ι1(F
λXI1J1F
λ)ι2(F
µEI2EJ2F
µ′)
so that we infer I2 = J2 if the left hand side is non-zero.
Analogously I2 ) J2 and F
λ⊠µXIJF
λ′⊠µ 6= 0 implies I1 = J1.
If both inclusions I1 ) J1 and I2 ) J2 are proper and F
λ⊠µXIJF
λ′⊠µ′ 6= 0, then
λ 1 λ′ and µ 2 µ′ by (Z3). And by the above conclusions, neither λ = λ′ nor µ = µ′
can be true. Therefore these must be proper inequalities.
Because ker(τ) is generated by those XIJ with both I1 ) J1 and I2 ) J2 by 4.5,
this shows that ker(τ)k = 0 if k is greater than the length of any chain in Irr(W1) or
Irr(W2).
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